Iron Man

Cymbals

---

The "Hey" Song

Drums

Swing Feel

---

Cym's

---

Zombie Nation

Snare Drum & Cymbals

---

Hat closed

---

arr. K. Shelley
IN THE STONE

Moderate Funk

9 Hold for S.D. (This part for extra players)
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Cymbals

LAND OF 1000 DANCES

Cymbals

Fast rock four \( \frac{3}{4} \) = 168

Chris Kenner & Antoine Domino

Arranged by Tom Wallace

Percussion by Tony McCutchin
MALAGUEÑA
Music and Spanish Lyric by ERNESTO LEONCENA
English Lyric by MARIAN BARKES
Arranged by MICHAEL SWEENEY

CYMBALS
Boldly
Hold for Snare

Faster
Snare Cym. w/Snare Stick

7

mp

15

Crash Cym.

mf

Hold for Snare

Swing: (J J _ J J J)

To Crash Cym.
6

45

Straight Eighths

8

To Crash
4

Choke
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CYMBALS

Recorded by THE VILLAGE PEOPLE

Bright Dance Beat
Cr. Hold for S.D. (This part for extra players.)

Y.M.C.A.

Words and Music by JACQUES MORALI,
HENRI BELOLO and VICTOR WILLIS
Arranged by PAUL LAVENTER
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Cheerleader Dance

repeat 3 x's, each time getting faster